From: Erin Lee <elee@projectvote.org>
Date: Tue, Feb 14, 2017 at 2:01 PM
Subject: Bills of the Week
To: All Staff <allstaff@projectvote.org>, strikeforce@civilrightscoalition.org

The following is a list of legislative actions or issues from the last seven days, including information on upcoming hearings. For a broader picture of election legislation in 2017, visit Project Vote’s bill tracking web page: http://www.projectvote.org/issues/bill-tracking/.

Bill Activity 2/06/2017 - 2/14/2017

Opportunities

AVR bills are active in CT, GA, HI, IA, IL, IN, MD, MN, NH, NM, NV, OH, OK, TX, UT, WA, WV. Hearings are scheduled in AR, IN, NM, UT.

List maintenance (ERIC) bills are active in HI (amendment currently unavailable) and IL.

Preregistration is active in IL, MN, NV, WA.

Early voting bills are active in AL, NY, PA. Amendments are pending in IL and UT.

Restoration of voting rights bills are active in MN, NE, RI, VA. Hearings are scheduled in NE.

OVR bills are active in MS, NH, OH.

SDR bills are active in MD (Our testimony), UT, WA. Amendments are pending in IL. Hearings are scheduled in WA.

Voter registration deadlines are active in OR and WA. Hearings are scheduled in WA.

Other news: Georgia's permanent portable registration bill is active.

Threats

Voter ID is active in AR, IL, MD, NE, NH, NV, and PA. Amendments are active in VA. Hearings are scheduled in AR, MD, and NE.

Proof-of-citizenship bills are active in MD and VA. Amendments are active in AZ. Hearing was scheduled in VA (Our testimony)

List maintenance bills are active in FL, IN, MD, VA (“No Match, No Vote”), and WV. Hearing was scheduled in VA (Our testimony)

SDR amendment bills are active in IA, IL (amendment currently unavailable).

Voter registration drive bills are active in NM and IA.

Other news: An AVR amendment bills is active in Connecticut.
The bill tracking information in this email is for general guidance only. Legislation designated as a “threat” or “opportunity” is not necessarily opposed or supported by Project Vote. This email is not a substitute for research and consultation with legal or other competent advisers. Project Vote is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the results obtained from the use of this information.